Productivity challenges, desktop security, and user access management are common pain points in any clinical environment. RapidIdentity QwickAccess is a proximity badge access solution that overcomes these challenges by providing fast, secure access to local and virtual desktops. With support for hybrid environments, QwickAccess enables users to roam from room to room with ease, accessing their work on any device connected to the organization’s network. To sign in, users simply tap their proximity badge and then, tap the badge again to lock their session, strengthening desktop security and patient data.

**PROXIMITY BADGE ACCESS**
Tap-in, tap-out, and even tap-over another user’s session with the tap of a badge.

**MIXED ENVIRONMENTS**
Access work on any connected endpoint device and roam from one device type to another.

**WEB-BASED ADMIN TOOLS**
Allow IT Administrators to manage user settings and run audit reports from virtually anywhere.

**EASY SELF-REGISTRATION**
Reduce registration complexity and empower clinicians to register without IT assistance using AD credentials.

**WORKS WITH ANY SSO**
Provide fast and secure access in front of any SSO solution (ie RapidIdentity ExactAccess).

**SUPPORTS CHROME DEVICES**
Integrates with Chrome devices for simple proximity badge access to Citrix environments.
ACCESS ANY DEVICE, ANYWHERE

QwickAccess provides access to local Windows and Linux based operating systems—regardless of whether they’re accessed through a Windows desktop; HP, IGEL or Dell Wyse thin client; or a Chrome device. Quickly and securely access VDI environments, including Microsoft RDC, VMWare View, and Citrix XenApp and XenDesktop.

INCREASE CLINICIAN PRODUCTIVITY

QwickAccess users can roam from room to room with ease, accessing their work on any device hooked up to the organization’s network. A clinician on the move can seamlessly tap-out from a thin client in one room and then, tap-in on a Chrome device in a different room—decreasing complexity and improving clinician efficiency.

STRENGTHEN DESKTOP SECURITY

Proximity badge functionality allows users to secure their sessions with the tap of a proximity badge. QwickAccess can also be configured to automatically log users off after a predetermined amount of time, further strengthening desktop security and ensuring compliance with organizational policies that require users to lock their sessions for data privacy (e.g. HIPAA).

Ready to See QwickAccess in Action? Schedule a Demo Today!